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Teaching Procedures  

Day 1 

1. Introduce the concept of place, human features, and physical features by using Google Earth to 

describe the physical and human features that surround your school. The teacher will describe 
these features and label them for the students. 

2. The students will then be asked to find a familiar place in their town (ie: their home) and write 

down three human and three physical features that surround the location they chose on the 

“Physical and Human Features” graphic organizer. They can do this individually or with a 
partner.  

3. The teacher will then read The Journey of Oliver K. Woodman to the class, making sure to discuss 

the various places Oliver is visiting and what it would be like to be there based on the physical 
and human features that can be seen. 

4. Using Google Earth, each student will explore one of the stops on Oliver’s journey and will use 

the “Oliver’s Adventure with Human Features” and the “Oliver’s Adventure with Physical 
Features” graphic organizer to record specific information about that place. The students will only 

fill in the left three boxes of each graphic organizer. The teacher should model how to record the 

first stop on Oliver’s journey before the students do this activity. 

5. Using this information, students will brainstorm ideas about what it would be like to visit their 
location based on the information they noted in their “Oliver’s Adventure” graphic organizers.  

They will now fill in the right three boxes in of the graphic organizers.  

Day 2 

6. Using the two graphic organizers they filled out on day 1, the students will write one paragraph 

describing three physical features that make their location special. Another paragraph will be 

dedicated to describing three human features that make their city special. The third and final 

paragraph will describe one or two things they would most want to do with Oliver in that city and 
why.  

7. Each student will proofread and edit their rough draft, making sure there are no spelling or 

grammar errors. They will work with a partner based on the timing of those who finish and they 
will edit each others' paragraphs. The teacher will make sure to help each student before they 

create their final draft.  

Day 3 

8. Once the draft has been proofread and edited, each student will get one sheet of construction 

paper and one sheet of white computer paper. They will fold each of these sheets of paper in half 

(the hamburger style), putting the white paper inside the construction paper and stapling along the 

folded edge. This will resemble a book. 

9. On the front of this book, the student will title their work, write the location they studied, and 

include their name. 

10. Students will write their story within the inside white pages of the book. The first white page will 
contain an outlined map of the United States with a star to mark the location of their city. The 

students should include a sentence explaining that this is the location where they met Oliver. On 
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the other side of that page, or the second white page, students will write the first paragraph from 
their edited draft. They can include illustrations as time allows. The third page will include the 

second paragraph from their edited draft. 

11. The third page will be dedicated to the adventure they would have with Oliver if they met him in 
that location and an explanation for why they would do this. This will be the third paragraph from 

their edited draft. 

12. Once the students have completed their books, they will share the physical and human features of 

their location with a partner. They will then describe to their partner the activities they would 

choose to do with Oliver if they met him there and why they chose those activities. 

Assessment: 

Objective 1 will be assessed based on completion of the “Physical and Human Features” graphic 

organizer and the left three boxes in the “Oliver’s Adventure” graphic organizer for both human and 

physical features.   

Objective 2 will be assessed based on completion of the right three boxes of the “Oliver’s Adventure” 

graphic organizer for both the human and physical features. This objective will also be assessed when 

students write a narrative associated with their specific location. 

Objective 3 will be assessed based on each student’s informative description of their location. 

 


